Abstract-Network Coordination Systems (NCS) are powerful mechanisms to efficiently predict the network latency of pairwise hosts in Internet without directly network measurement between them. Each host is embedded into a distance space where the latency between nodes is calculated according to the distant function defined by the space with assigned coordination of hosts. In terms of the properties of distant space, most popular NCS can be classified into two categories. One is based on metric space and the other is based on vector space obtained by matrix factorization. Unfortunately, the metric space such as Euclidean space based NCS is known to severely suffer from the weakness of inaccurate formulation of the Triangle Inequality Violation (TIV) and asymmetric latency frequently observed in Internet. To overcome the limitations of metric space, matrix factorization methodology is therefore proposed to represent the latency matrix with missing data by the product of two low-dimension vector matrices. In contrast to the huge amount of work on metric space type of NCS, there are fewer study of matrix factorization NCS up to now. This leads us to consider a probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) based network distance prediction framework. In this paper we propose a model of distributed probabilistic matrix factorization (DPMF) which provides a probabilistic view of NCS with introduction of latent random variables to the incoming and outgoing vectors of hosts. Simulation on the real word data set shows that DPMF can achieve competitive prediction accuracy compared with two matrix factorization based NCS algorithms. Although the convergence rate of DPMF is relatively slow, the probabilistic viewpoint of delay matrix allows automatic regularization parameter selection in latent vector iteration process which makes the algorithm much practical for various latency data sets. Therefore, DPMF provides a promising generative process of latency value which potentially extends the usage scope of NCS.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of Network Coordination Systems (NCS) is to predict the round-trip latency between two arbitrary hosts in Internet without directly exploring expensive and time-consuming network measurements. Various latencyconscious distributed applications can greatly benefit from NCS by facilitating the choice of proximate peers [1] . For instance, in P2P DHT (Distributed Hash Table) network [2] , a nearby relay node could be selected to create a shorter path for real-time communication. The applications of CDN (Content Distribution Networks) [3] , network monitoring [4] and cloud service [5] in large scale networks also gain remarkable performance improvement from the ability of light weight delay estimation.
The essential idea of NCS is to assign each host a synthetic coordinates in a coordination space [1] in which the distance between two hosts' coordinates is computed as communication delay between them. Consequently, the main challenge of NCS is to find proper coordinates space according to Internet latency properties. The coordination space would not work well to achieve little prediction error if it fails to model the nature of complex routing policies of Internet. There are huge NCS algorithms adopting metric spaces as coordinates space, such as GNP [5] , vivialdi [6] and ICS [7] . For example, hosts are embedded in a multi-dimension Euclidean coordination system where Euclidean distance is computed as delay between nodes. However, the metric space is inherently inconsistent with the observed characteristics of Internet communication delay; the distances satisfy triangle inequality and symmetry, which are not always the cases of Internet delays. The wide existence of Triangle Inequality Violations (TIV) of Internet delays makes the prediction accuracy severely limited.
To overcome the drawback of metric space based NCS, the framework of matrix factorization (MF) based NCS is introduced in [3] . The linear dependence among rows of distance matrix [8, 3, 9] makes it possible to represent the distance matrix by the product of two low-dimension vector matrices from which the hosts are assigned vectors as their coordinates. The delay between two hosts is thus estimated as the inner product of the two vectors of hosts. Unlike the case of metric space, the predicted distance of matrix factorization can theoretically formulate the TIV and asymmetric distance which makes it a promising mechanism to model Internet distance.
Nevertheless, the study on matrix factorization based NCS has still not been developed as comprehensively as metric space based NCS. The methods of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) are used to factorize the distance matrix in centralized algorithm of IDES [3] . A decentralized version of IDSE is proposed by DMF [10] , and Phoenix [11] further improves prediction error by taking propagation of inaccurate prediction into consideration. All the matrix factorization based NCS are based on explicit SVD and result in a solution of minimum of sum-squared error problem. Although TIV and symmetric constraint no longer exists in the matrix factorization model, there are still some drawbacks need to be considered. The SVD approach adopted by IDES cannot be used directly when distance matrix D contains large percentage of missing entries. It has to eliminate the rows and columns in D that contain missing elements. As a result, the selection of landmarks involved in SVD computation is therefore significantly limited. Furthermore, the suitable regularization parameter and potential range of the network coordination in DMF and Phoenix algorithms have to be set manually to resolve the vectors, which is not feasible in practice.
To make the MF based NCS an efficient and practical model of NSC, algorithms of delay matrix decomposing need to be further explored. Fortunately, there is already lots of thorough research work on matrix factorization, among which Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) [12] is widely used for collaborative filtering. This inspires us to view the network distance prediction problem in a novel probabilistic way, and there is no such model discussed in the literature of NCS as far as we know. In this paper, we propose a network coordination model based on Distributed Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (DPMF). The main contribution of the paper is that we show the matrix factorization of distance matrix can also be expressed as maximum likelihood solution of a probabilistic latent variable model rather than an explicit dimension reduction scheme mentioned in previous work. The reformulation of MF based NCS brings several advantages compared with SVD or NMF approaches. First, the model has the ability to produce a completely representation of delay matrix from a view of probability. Unlike IDES [3] and DFM [10] , resolving the vectors of hosts based on hidden random variables may take use of the overall prosperity of delay matrix rather than directly traceable computing based on individual delay values, which may cause the problem of overfitting. Second, the probabilistic model forms the basis for Bayesian treatment in which the parameters can be captured automatically from distance matrix thus manually parameter setting is avoided. Therefore, acceptable prediction accuracy could be achieved from training the model using efficient inference algorithms. Furthermore, the probabilistic model of delay could be used to generate delay samples from the posterior distribution of latent vectors to support further studies of network distance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II presents a background of MF based NCS. Section III describes the linear Gaussian probabilistic model of DPMF. The evaluation of the model on real data set of network delay is described in section IV. We discuss the improvement and contributions of our model in section V and point out the potential future directions of the model. 
Generally in most cases, the two direction distances between hosts are not necessarily symmetry. The rank of delay matrix D which admits above factorization is at least k . The basic idea behind this factor model is that there is only a small number of hidden factors determining the delay property between hosts. The distance of a source host is a linear combination of these factor vectors with the corresponding coefficients from destination hosts. The sum of squares of the absolute prediction error of N nodes can be written as followed: 
Above functions are typical least squares problems of . To overcome the scalability problem caused by landmarks, DMF [10] is proposed to extend IDES to a decentralized architecture. Each host randomly selects a set of reference hosts as landmarks to update its own coordination according to (3) and (4) similarly. When the iterative update converges, each host has its own pair of coordination. However, once hosts with inaccurate network coordination are referred, their errors could be propagated to the hosts and mislead these hosts. To reduce the negative impact of error propagation, Phoenix [11] introduces a link weight to each distance into (3) and (4), and assigns lower weight to link with higher inaccuracy. To increase the numerical stability, DMF and Phoenix both penalize vector x with regularization parameter  as the form 22 min Ax b x   which prevents the Euclidean norm of x from being too large. Unfortunately, all the matrix factorization based NCS suffer from manually regularization parameter choice to ensure the overall prediction accuracy [10, 11] . Furthermore, to avoid the drift of network coordination (NC) whose centroid moves continuously and repeatedly [11] , a prior estimation of the potential range of the elements in network coordination is required that makes it inconvenient in practice. Considering these limitations of matrix factorization based NCS, we introduce a novel matrix factorization model of NCS from the probabilistic perspective.
III. DISTRIBUTED PROBABILISTIC MATRIX FACTORIZATION
A. Probabistic Model of NCS As mentioned before, distance matrix of large scale network is commonly incomplete and rare, which leads to the fundamental target of NCS to predict the missing entries of distance matrix. The issue of missing data reconstruction in large scale matrix based on matrix factorization is widely studied in various applications especially collective filtering [15, 16] from the view of probability. Similarly, in scenario of NCS the measured delays could be regarded as observed samples from some unknown probabilistic distribution and provide relevant information to infer the distribution. The missing data could be predicted if we know the distribution. In this section, we apply PMF (Probabilistic Matrix Factorization) [16] to implement a probabilistic model for vector based network coordination system. The goal is to present a probabilistic NCS algorithm that scale linearly with the number of measured distances and perform well on sparse distance matrix.
From the perspective of probability model, there exists hidden structure in the observed distance matrix. Thanks to the linear dependency between rows of nodes nearby, it is reasonable to assume that the pairwise distances are inherently generated by a small set of latent random variables. Consequently, the observed entries in distance matrix are viewed as a set of samples drawn from some distributions. The distributions are assumed in the form of prior probability before measuring the delay, and then are converted to posterior probability by incorporating the observed delays. Therefore, our framework is based on a mapping from latent vector space into observed distance space, in contrast to the conventional view of MF which directly derives the vector. In particular, in our scheme, the outing and incoming vectors of hosts are selected as latent random variables, which determines the distribution of entries of distance matrix. The inference of latent random variables from observed data evidence is typical Bayesian interpretation of probability. The generative process of prediction delay is illustrated in detail.
Suppose XY, all of which give rise to the same predictive distribution.
The outgoing and incoming vectors , XY are regarded as latent random variables in our model. We also assume prior probability for them and try to estimate their posterior probability. The prior probability distribution of , XY is selected as zero-mean multivariate Gaussian:
where I denotes identity matrix, 
Note that the univariate Gaussian  at right part is the probabilistic distribution of an individual distance sample rather than the overall distribution over the whole measured distances. Different samples of X and Y will result in different Gaussian distribution for the distance samples. As for the formulation of distribution over overall distances of Internet, a mixture Weibull probability distribution is one of the fitness [17] which is out of the scope of this paper. A more formal expression for generative approach to probabilistic modeling is graphical model [18] . In Fig.3 
B. Latent Variables Inference
As discussed above, the hidden variables , XY play a crucial role in the model. If we obtain the distributions of them, the distances of network would be easily predicted. Evaluation of posterior distribution of , XY based on the measured distances involves a straightforward application of Bayes' theorem. Hence, the posterior over the latent matrices X and Y is:
which allows us to evaluate the uncertainty of X and Y after we have observed distance matrix D . The logposterior over the latent matrices X and Y is: 
ln ( , , ) ln ( ) ln ( )
where C is a constant that does not depend on the parameters. , XY can be estimated by maximum likelihood. Maximizing the log-posterior is equivalent to minimize the following objective function: connected to the distribution properties of measured distance and latent variables, which allows the potential of automatic parameters adaption during the inference of hidden variables rather than using a fixed constant as the result from many times experiments.
C. Distributed Probalistic Matrix Factorization(DPMF)
Generally, the optimization process of matrix factorization is usually performed in a centralized architecture. All the observed distances are collected by a central server where the latent variables are iteratively inferred. As discussed in DMF [10] , the centralized server suffers from failure and overloading which is infeasible in large scale network. Consequently, we extend the iterative approach to a fully distributed manner. Each host retrieves distance measurements from and to a small number of randomly selected hosts and updates its latent vectors simultaneously and iteratively. It shortly shows that the iterative update approach of stochastic gradient descent is naturally consistent with the situation of distributed network.
For each host 
where  is the learning rate. According to (15) and (16), each host repeats the update process until converges to a stationary point. When a host needs to know the distance to or from any arbitrary host on which to make further decision, it predicts the distance directly by the inner product of the vectors of them.
D. Parameter Adaptive Selection
As showed by (13) and (14) (13) and (14) 
IV. EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the distance prediction performance of DPMF on real distance data set, and compare it with two matrix factorization based NCS algorithms of IDES [3] and DMF [10] from multiple perspectives.
A. Property of Data Sets
We use two real-world delay data sets to evaluate the performance of DPMF: P2Psim (1740 hosts) [20] and meridian (2500 hosts) [21] . The delay matrices contain symmetric distances. The matrices are not fully complete, and a small portion of elements are missing corresponding to unmeasured delays. The data set is used as observed distances to infer the probabilistic model parameters of outgoing and incoming vectors. We simply filter out the unmeasured entries in the matrix and do not take them into algorithm iteration and error evaluation.
The distribution property of end-to-end delay is firstly considered, which is crucial for the performance of matrix factorization. The measured distances among hosts of both data sets are not uniformly distributed. Most distances are ranged roughly from 30ms to 200ms which contributes to the peak of distribution for P2Psim in Fig.  4 . The distances larger than 200ms show much lower probability density with long tail. The delays of meridian show a similar distribution pattern with a rather broader high density region roughly from 20ms to 400ms. Actually, the maximum delays are 799.9ms and 2997.2ms respectively for P2Psim and Meridian. It means the distances of meridian have larger variation than that of P2Psim. The effects of probability density of delay on the prediction error will be showed lately. Besides of probability density, low dimension property of distance matrix is the basic assumption of matrix factorization based NCS. The value of pairwise latency is considered approximately related to the geographic distance between hosts, and the location of hosts can be embedded into relative low dimension geometric space. Thus, only a small number of hidden factors would be enough to determine the delay property between hosts. To illustrate the structure property of distance space, we use PCA (Principal Components Analysis) approach [21] to extract the eigenvalues of the distance matrices. What we are interested in is the proportion of each eigenvalue to the sum of all of them, which is called the contribution rate of the eigenvalue. Fig. 5 plots the contribution rate of top 10 eigenvalues in decent order for the two data sets. It is obviously that only a few eigenvalues take a large portion of the whole data space. The sum of contribution rate of top 4 engenvalues is almost more than 95%, which implies a remarkable low dimensional characteristic of the distance matrix.
B. Prediction Accuracy
The primary performance of DPMF is prediction accuracy of network distances. Aligned with DMF, we adopt Relative Estimation Error (REE) as evaluation criteria:
In this section we compare the cumulative distributions of REE of our DPFM algorithms to IDES [3] and DFM [10] . Because of the low dimension property of distance matrix, the dimension k of outgoing and incoming vectors for all the three approaches is set to 10. The learning rate  is set to 0.00002. For DMF and DPFM, the number of neighbors m is set to 32. That means the training set of DPFM in each row and column of delay matrix is composed by m entries randomly selected from original data sets. The unselected entries are therefore utilized as testing set to evaluate REE. To compare with IDES algorithm in the same situation, 32 hosts are randomly selected as landmarks for IDES while the rest are treated as ordinary hosts. The ordinary hosts acquire their distances to landmarks and estimate the vector coordination according to (3) and (4) . The observed distance between ordinary hosts are not used to calculate the vector coordination. Instead, they are used to assess REE of IDES. Fig. 7 plot the cumulative distribution of REE for P2Psim and Meridian data set respectively. It shows that the relative prediction errors of the three algorithms are almost same, while prediction accuracy of DPMF slightly outperforms DMF and IDES on P2Psim, and slightly degrades on Meridian. For example, the 90th percentile relative error of DPMF is about 0.5 over P2Psim data, which is roughly 0.7% and 2% better than that of DMF and IDES respectively. The result shows that the probabilistic approach can yield comparable prediction accuracy with explicit SVD based MF. Besides REE, Stress is another metric to measure the overall fitness of algorithm which is defined as [10] : Table I lists the Stress of three algorithms on two data sets. Similarly to REE, DPMF has the best prediction accuracy on Stress. The Stress of DPMF is obviously smaller than that of IDES, and achieves relative little gain compared with DMF. For example, it is about 30% lower than that of IDES on P2Psim data set which means much smaller prediction error. The absolute prediction errors are also calculated. For each distance data set, the range from minimum to maximum distance is divided into bins with equal length of 20ms. Each measured distance is allocated to one of the bins so that each bin contains a part of measured distances. The mean and standard deviation of all the distances in each bin is calculated and plotted by error bar in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . The line in the middle of error bar indicates the average of absolute prediction error, while the length of bar above and below the mean line indicates variation scale of errors for each bin.
It shows that the absolute errors are relative low in the range of about 50ms to 220ms in terms of mean value and standard deviation for P2Psim. For delays shorter than 50ms, the absolute errors are likely to be positive which means the predicted delays are larger than observed ones. On the contrary, for delays longer than 220ms, more negative errors indicate that more predicted delays are smaller than real ones. Similar result comes to Meridian data set. It suggests that the matrix factorization algorithm can reconstruct distances in the relative central part of bins with higher accuracy, and is less capable to predict extreme short or long delays. Recall the long-tail probability distribution in Fig. 4 , it can be clearly seen that low prediction error occurred approximately in the delay region with higher probability density. That implies the DPMF could achieve acceptable accuracy for most of the delays. As the result, the entire prediction accuracy of meridian is lower than that of P2Psim as already showed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 because of larger delay variations. 
C. Paremeters Analysis
Despite the unobvious benefits from prediction accuracy, DPMF provides practical flexibility to automatically exploit the property of distance data set which facilitates the parameter selection of algorithm. For DMF, the appropriate value of regularization parameter  comes out as the result of many training experiments, and keeps the same for all distance matrices during the convergence, which is not very convenient in practical use for arbitrary distance data set. For DPMF the parameters X  and Y  are traced dynamically over latent vectors inference iteration. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 Finally, the posterior distribution of latent vectors is further illustrated in Fig. 12 . Take the converged outgoing vector X of P2Psim as example. Two dimensions denoted as 1 X and 2 X are randomly picked up from converged outgoing vector X and plotted in Fig.  12(a) where the location of a point is determined by the values of 1 X and 2 X respectively. Here 1 X and 2 X are treated as two random variables and their histogram distributions are depicted in Fig.12 (b)-(c) . It shows that each dimension does not scale exactly between the same range, and the profile of histogram distribution is not quit similar. To provide deeper understand of posterior properties, we estimate the means and standard deviations of random variables 1 X and 2 X using normal distribution, and the modeling result is plotted as PDF by red lines in Fig. 12(b)-(c) . Also, the joint distribution of 1 X and 2 X is estimated and showed in Fig. 12(d) . In this case, the covariance of 1 X and 2 X is 0.543 and they are not orthogonal. It is obvious that the posterior distribution of outgoing vectors could not be perfectly fitted by univariate Gaussian with zero mean. For example, the histogram distribution of 2 X could be better formulated by probabilistic model of mixture Gaussian. Even the unimodal distribution of 1 X seems more reasonable to be presented as asymmetrical skewed normal distribution. Inspired by the observation, the consideration of more general and appropriate prior options for latent vectors would be one of the future works.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a distributed matrix factorization based network coordination algorithm from the viewpoint of probabilistic model. The observed entries in delay matrix are viewed as samples randomly drawn from the distribution of latent variables. The matrix factorization of distance matrix is represented as maximum likelihood solution of a probabilistic latent variable model instead of explicit dimension reduction scheme used in other MF based NCS. The delay between pairwise Internet hosts is regarded as the sum of dot production of two latent Gaussian distribution vectors and a Gaussian prediction error.
Simulation shows the delay prediction accuracy of DPMF is comparable to that of IDES and DMF. The major advantage of DPMF is to explore probabilistic model to trace the property of latency data. That allows the possibility of automatic regularization parameter update during the gradient decent based iteration process, which makes DPMF much feasible in practice.
The posterior distribution of hidden vectors of hosts is not well modeled by unimodal Gaussian as assumed by prior distribution, that is, distributions over latent vectors turn out to be non-Gaussian. A richer class density model might be considered in the future to overcome the formulation limitation of single Gaussian. More complex graph models [22, 23] such as Gaussian-Wishart priors or kernel method could be also explored to approximate the true posterior distributions.
